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Representing Change
So far we’ve talked about Ontologies that represent the eternal properties of kinds of objects
How to represent change and action?  Key notion:
Time
What is the shape of time?
States
States: a snapshot of time

On(CAT99, MAT37, S0)  Warm(CAT99, S0)
Ø	On(CAT99, MAT37, S1)   Warm(CAT99, S1)

 c,s . On(c, MAT37, s)  Warm(c, s)

Alternative notation using terms instead of predicates:
Holds(and(on(CAT99, MAT37),warm(CAT99)), S0)

Actions
We want to relate changes in the world over time to actions associated with those changes

How are actions represented?
•	As functions from one state to another
•	As predicates that are true in the state in which they (begin to) occur
Actions as Functions: “Situation Calculus”
On(CAT99, MAT37, S0)  Warm(CAT99, S0)
Ø	On(CAT99, MAT37, kick(CAT99,S0))

kick(CAT99,S0) is the state that results from kicking CAT99 in state 0.
kick(CAT99, pet(CAT99, S0)) = ?
Branching time: 


Actions as Predicates:
“Action Calculus”
On(CAT99, MAT37, S0)  Warm(CAT99, S0)
Pet(CAT99, S0)
On(CAT99, MAT37, S1)  Warm(CAT99, S1)
Kick(CAT99, S1)
Ø	On(CAT99, MAT37, S2)  Warm(CAT99, S2)

Can identify states with integers, or use a “next state” function:
S1           1          next(S0)
S2           2          next(next(S0))
Linear time:

Issues
How to relate an action to it’s
•	preconditions – what must be when when the action begins to occur
•	effects – what the action changes in the next state
How to make sure facts that are not changed by any actions persist – the frame problem
How to formally represent a planning problem: given an initial state and a goal, find a sequence of actions that achieves the goal
Advantages of Action Calculus*
•	Easy to represent parallel actions
Kick(CAT99, S0)  Pet(DOG25, S0)

•	Can talk about goals that must occur at specific times
On(CAT99, MAT37, 5)  On(DOG25, MAT37, 8)

•	Leads to an efficient planning algorithm based on satisfiability testing
Relating Actions to Preconditions & Effects
Strips notation:
Action: Fly( plane, start, dest )
Precondition: Airplane(plane), City(start), City(dest),
	At(plane, start)
Effect: At(plane, dest),  At(plane, start)

Pure strips: no negative preconditions!
Need to represent logically:
•	An action requires it’s predications
•	An action causes it’s effects
•	Interfering actions do not co-occur
•	Changes in the world are the result of actions.

Preconditions & Effects
 plane, start, dest, s . Fly(plane, start, dest, s)  
	[ At(plane, start, s) 
 	Airplane(plane,s)  City(start)  City(dest) ]

•	Note: state indexes on predicates that never change not necessary.

 plane, start, dest, s . Fly(plane, start, dest, s)  
	At(plane, dest, s+1) 

•	In action calculus, the logical representation of “requires” and “causes” is the same!
•	Not a full blown theory of causation, but good enough…
Interfering Actions
Want to rule out:
Fly( PLANE32, NYC, DETROIT, S4) 
 Fly( PLANE32, NYC, DETROIT, S4)
Actions interfere if one changes a precondition or effect of the other
They are mutually exclusive – “mutex”
	  p, c1, c2, c3, c4, s . 
	[Fly(p, c1, c2, s)  (c1  c3  c2  c4) ]  
		 Fly(p, c3, c4, s)

	(Similar for any other actions Fly is mutex with)

Explanatory Axioms
•	Don’t want world to change “by magic” – only actions change things
•	If a proposition changes from true to false (or vice-versa), then some action that can change it must have occurred

"	plane, start, s . [ Airplane(plane)  City(start) 
	At(plane,start,s)  At(plane,city,s+1) ]  
	  dest . [ City(dest)  Fly(plane, start, dest, s) ]

"	plane, dest, s . [ Airplane(plane)  City(start) 
	 At(plane,dest,s)  At(plane,dest,s+1) ]  
	  start . [ City(start)  Fly(plane, start, dest, s) ]

The Frame Problem
General form of explanatory axioms:
[ p(s)  p(s+1) ]  [ A1(s)  A2(s)  …  An(s) ]

As a logical consequence, if none of these actions occurs, the proposition does not change

[A1(s)  A2(s)  …  An(s) ]  [ p(s)  p(s+1) ] 

This solves the “frame problem” – being able to deduce what does not change when an action occurs
Frame Problem in AI
•	Frame problem identified by McCarthy in his first paper on the situation calculus (1969)
667 papers in researchindex !
•	Lead to a (misguided?) 20 year effort to develop non-standard logics where no frame axioms are required (“non-monotonic”)
7039 papers!
•	1990 - Haas and Schubert independently pointed out that explanatory axioms are pretty easy to write down
The Planning Problem
Given a description of an initial state, find a sequence of actions that achieves a goal state

Initial: At(PLANE32,DETROIT)  At(PACKAGE88,NYC)

Goal: At(PACKAGE88, CHICAGO)

Plan: 	Fly(PLANE32,DETROIT,NYC, 1)
	Load(PACKAGE88,PLANE32,NYC, 2)
	Fly(PLANE32,NYC,CHICAGO, 3)
	Unload(PACKAGE88,PLANE32,CHICAGO, 4)
With Parallel Actions
Initial: At(PLANE32,DETROIT)  At(PACKAGE88,NYC)  At(PACKAGE16,NYC)

Goal: At(PACKAGE88, CHICAGO)  At(PACKAGE16,CHICAGO)


Plan: 	Fly(PLANE32,DETROIT,NYC, 1)
	Load(PACKAGE88,PLANE32,NYC, 2)
	Load(PACKAGE16,PLANE32,NYC, 2) 
	Fly(PLANE32,NYC,CHICAGO, 3)
	Unload(PACKAGE88,PLANE32,NYC, 4) 	Unload(PACKAGE16,PLANE32,NYC, 4)
Planning in Logic: Deduction
The oldest approach to planning in the situation calculus was to do theorem-proving:
Axioms  Initial   s . Goal(s)
A theorem-prover can be designed to construct a name (compound term) for the state – that name is the plan!
Example (only one airplane, not named):
? KB   s . At(P88, CHICAGO, s)
might return
s = unload(P88, fly(NYC, CHICAGO, load(P88, S0)))
Planning in Logic: Deduction
Much “formal” work on deductive planning.
Does not scale beyond tiniest problems:
•	Package delivery: 3 locations, 2 packages
•	Blocks world: 4 blocks

Success in scaling up satisfiability algorithms led to idea of planning as model-finding 
	(Kautz & Selman 1993)
Planning in Logic: Model-Finding
Idea: in action calculus, simply assert that initial state holds at time 0, and goal holds at some time (in the future):
Axioms  Initial   s . Goal(s)

Any model that satisfies these assertions and the axioms for actions corresponds to a plan!
•	Just read off the actions that are “true” in that model!
Planning as Satisfiability
We don’t have good model-finding algorithms for full FOL
Instead, we do bounded model finding, i.e. satisfiability testing:
•	Assert goal holds at a particular time K
•	Ground out (instantiate) the theory up to time K
•	Try to find a model; if so, done!
•	Otherwise, increment K and repeat

Grounding the Theory
Expand first-order formulas by:
•	Expanding variables that represent objects (airplanes, packages, etc) by all instances of that type
–	See discussion in Lecture 13/14 FOL on grounding theories!
•	Expand state variables by integers 1 to K

Blowup: K * (number objects)(max arity)
Obvious Inefficiencies
Given:
At(PACKAGE88, NYC, 1)
why create any ground formulas referring to 
At(PACKAGE88, CHICAGO, 1)
since that proposition can never be true?

Improvement: only instantiate propositions that could be reached by some sequence of actions
•	Can compute this much more cheaply than actually solving planning problem! 
Reachability Analysis: Graphplan
•	It turned out this kind of reachability analysis was performed by a different kind of planning algorithm, called Graphplan (Blum&Furst 1995)
–	read all about it in the handout Ch 11.4
•	Graphplan also computes some additional implied mutexes
•	After reachability, the complete Graphplan planner performs backtracking search to see if goals can be reached simultaneously
–	reachability only checks for one goal at a time

Blackbox = Reachability + Satisfiability
•	Blackbox Planner (Kautz 1997) uses the first part of Graphplan (reachability analysis) to determine which propositions to instantiate
•	Then formula is generated (up to a bounded length K) and checked for SAT
–	can specify Walksat, various kinds of DP
–	current best: CHAFF (version DP)
–	can also run Graphplan on reachability graph for a few seconds to catch “easy” cases
•	If a solution found, then model is translated back to a parallel plan
•	Else max length K is incremented, and repeat
Improved Encodings
Translations of Logistics.a:
STRIPS  Axiom Schemas  SAT
(Medic system, Weld et. al 1997)
•	3,510 variables, 16,168 clauses
•	24 hours to solve
STRIPS  Plan Graph  SAT
(Blackbox)
•	2,709 variables, 27,522 clauses
•	5 seconds to solve!
How Well Does it Work?
1992 – first incarnation of SATPLAN (Kautz & Selman), competitive with other planners (UCPOP) at the time
1995 – Graphplan (Blum & Furst) best planning algorithm
–	Constraint-satisfaction style solver, but no explicit translation to SAT
–	Blew everything previous out of the water!
1996 – SATPLAN with new SAT solvers (walksat+new local search heuristics, satz-rand, etc.)
–	competitive with Graphplan – sometimes much faster – but requires hand-written axioms
1998 – Debut of Blackbox
–	Generates axioms automatically from STRIPS operators
–	Beats Graphplan when size & cost of generating formula small compared to graph search cost
–	Some domains kill it by blowing up size of formula:
Blocks World, “Gripper”
–	Overall “winners” at AIP-98 competition were all constraint-based approaches (variants of SATPLAN and Graphplan)
Results: Logistics Planning
Current State of the Art?
•	Since 1998 there has been a sudden resurgence in a very early approach to planning…
A* Search

•	Next: when, why, and how A* works for planning
Handout Ch 11.2


